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The Vein BookAcademic Press, 2006

	The Vein Book is a comprehensive reference on veins and venous circulation. In one volume it provides complete, authoritative, and up-to-date information about venous function and dysfunction, bridging the gap between clinical medicine and basic science. It is the single authoritative resource which consolidates present knowledge and...
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Obstetric Medicine: A Problem-Based ApproachSpringer, 2007

	Recognition of the importance of maternal medicine is now reflected in the content of the MRCOG exam, core training and higher training in both obstetrics and medicine. This book approaches obstetric medicine from the point of view of real patients and clinical scenarios as well as model answers to exam questions. The book will be invaluable...
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The Troubled Dream of Genetic Medicine: Ethnicity and Innovation in Tay-Sachs, Cystic Fibrosis, and Sickle Cell DiseaseThe Johns Hopkins University, 2006

	Why do racial and ethnic controversies become attached, as they often do, to discussions of modern genetics? How do theories about genetic difference become entangled with political debates about cultural and group differences in America? Such issues are a conspicuous part of the histories of three hereditary diseases: Tay-Sachs, commonly...
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Bratton's Family Medicine Board Review (Family Practice Board Review)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
Thoroughly updated for its Third Edition, this book is a comprehensive review for the American Board of Family Medicine certification and recertification exams. This edition contains over 1,800 board-format questions, including over 1,000 multiple-choice questions from the major subject areas of family practice and over 700 questions drawn from 60...
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PACS and Imaging Informatics: Basic Principles and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The definitive guide to PACS—now with more clinically applicable material


	In recent years, the field of picture archiving and communications systems—PACS—andimage informatics has advanced due to both conceptual and technological advancements. This edition of PACS and Imaging Informatics: Basic Principles...
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Taylor's Musculoskeletal Problems and Injuries: A HandbookSpringer, 2006


	After more than a quarter century as a primary care educator, I am

	convinced that our graduates enter practice inadequately trained in

	the diagnosis and management of musculoskeletal problems and

	injuries. One reason for this perceived deficiency is the relatively

	short duration of primary care training—typically three...
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Microbial DNA and Host ImmunityHumana Press, 2002

	Leading researchers review the activation of the mammalian immune system by bacterial DNA and its immunostimulatory sequences (ISS), and consider the applications of ISS in clinical medicine. The authors survey the latest findings concerning the receptor-recognition and signaling pathways triggered by ISS , the process of cell activation, and...
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Adrenaline and the Inner World: An Introduction to Scientific Integrative MedicineThe Johns Hopkins University, 2006

	This accessible work is the first in more than seventy-five years to discuss the many roles of adrenaline in regulating the "inner world" of the body. David S. Goldstein, an international authority and award-winning teacher, introduces new concepts concerning the nature of stress and distress across the body's regulatory...
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Principles & Practice of Pain ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The best textbook on pain management! This comprehensive resource covers every aspect of diagnosing and treating specific pain conditions and syndromes.  Features a concise introduction to basic concepts in pain management, plus an expanded section on evaluation and assessment techniques.     

       Harvard Medical...
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Computational Biology: Issues and Applications in Oncology (Applied Bioinformatics and Biostatistics in Cancer Research)Springer, 2009
This book will introduce contributions, both methodological and technical, that have been made and are currently in progress in the field of computational biology as a resource in cancer research and oncology. This volume will illustrate the tools used in this area through a wide range of timely applications in genetics, genomics, and biomedical...
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Cancer Pain: Assessment and ManagementCambridge University Press, 2009

	Drs. Eduardo D. Bruera and Russell K. Portenoy have completely revised and updated the widely respected Cancer Pain: Assessment and Management for the second edition of this unanimously praised book. This is a comprehensive, clinically oriented review of all aspects of the complex and multidimensional problem of cancer pain. The unique...
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Current Practice Guidelines in Primary Care: 2007McGraw-Hill, 2006

	The ultimate at-a-glance clinical companion - updated annually

	
		The most current screening, prevention, and management guidelines for more than 60 common outpatient conditions
	
		Content drawn from a wide array of recommendations regularly updated by government agencies, medical and scientific...
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